Synapcus

Synapse with your customers.

Portal for social Project Management, Marketing and Sales

“Keep it simple.”

Synapcus ?
Have you ever had the feeling that in your business lies
more potential as in the financial statements presented?
Have you thought about making your
processes more transparent, more
efficient and yes, more humane? Don’t
you sink sometimes under the flood
of emails and documents, and can’t
separate the grain from the chaff?

A software portal that manages all your business
relationships, not only within your organization but also with
external Stakeholders, optimizes the communication,
controls efficiently and effectively your projects, keeps always
track of your costs, structures your sales and trough
strategic Marketing makes your company well known in the
market - without thereby being complicated - that is Synapcus!

Synapcus can be your solution!
Whether in the office, on the construction site, in the home
office or on a business trip, Synapcus is always available for
you. With Synapcus you will have all the benefits of a portalsoftware – 24/7 availability.

“I’m getting always the best ideas whenever I imagine
myself being my own customer.”
Charles Lazarus (*1923), americ. entrepreneur, founder Toys‘R‘Us
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Address Book
What gives the sum of all your customers, partners,
suppliers, middlemen and competitors?
•

When have you last contacted a particular customer?

•

What has been discussed, over the time, with each
stakeholder?

•

Perhaps your former employee is no longer active in your
organization and now you are finding it difficult to access
valuable information?

With Synapcus-Software you avoid these problems.

The address book intelligently and intuitively manages all your
business links. It also shows the intensity of connections with
a history of “activities” between staff and contacts, as well as,
saves the complete history of a contact.
•

Contact qualification

•

Spontaneous Activities

•

Contact History

•

Fast search by “tags”

•

Full-text search in all views

•

Facebook-like friendly presentation of colleagues

Your entire team works together from start to finish and won‘t
forget who, when and what has been changed.
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Marketing
Your company provides first-class services. Does the world
know anything about it? Your potential customers may only
be a click away. Sometimes you may open up new markets only
through some cross synapse.

When have you last reflected on the following questions?
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•

Who are your customers?

•

What are your customers‘ needs?

•

What are your current offerings for
your customers?

•

Is that what they really need or
should you reorient?

•

How do you communicate with your customers?

The main task of marketing is to bring the voice of the
customers into your organization.
Understanding your customers is essential for the creation of
value and meaningful exchanges. Since perceptions differ
between customer groups, the core processes of marketing,
namely, market segmentation and targeting will help you
to better understand your customer’s needs and, thereby, send
targeted offers or presentations. Once the group is selected,
a marketing mix can be developed specifically for this target
group.
This will increase your chances of receiving a contract.
Issue marketing lists, run marketing campaigns and you will
consciously control the future of your business.
With Synapcus:Marketing
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Sales
The projects have to be performed efficiently and effectively.
But what about the acquisition phase?
•

How cost-efficient or effective is your organization
coming to a project?

•

What percentage of your sales opportunities will actually
be for quotation? How many will turn into projects?

•

How much of it is lost and for which reason? Could you
improve something?

•

How do you plan the next steps to win an important
client?

•

Which one of your employees is “the king of sales”, or
which customer is the most profitable?

Synapcus:CRM (Marketing & Sales) will help you
separate the wheat from the chaff.
At any time, you can visualize the success of your sales processes,
control and improve them. The motivation of your sales team
will continuously increase because sales workflow and their
results are transparent.
Furthermore, acquisition costs are not lost, but are later
assigned to the project.
Complex offer variants can be issued easily and flexibly. This
can help you reach a better response time. It’s ultimately about
getting a new order!

As long as clear customer profiles are missing, which
determine the value of a customer, the answer to the question
“Who are the profitable customers and who are not?” will be
difficult to answer.
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Project Management
The project is the daily life of your business.
•

What about managing your team profitable and quality
conscious?

•

What about managing the complex relationships between
internal and external Stakeholders?

•

How do you keep track of the numerous documents and
emails flowing through your business daily?

•

Which is the last version of a document and which ones are
not valid longer?

Synapcus:PM is your partner for successful completion of
your projects. Work packages, budgets, activities, costs,
time sheets and performance analyses are brought together
in an intuitive and friendly interface.
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Synapcus supports you in planning and coordinating your human
and material resources, throughout the life of the project, using
modern management techniques as integrated project teams or
agile project management. The goal is to achieve the
predetermined objectives of scope, costs, time, quality and
satisfaction.
•

Budget-Time-Quality analysis implemented in all levels of
the project

•

Stakeholder analysis and their satisfaction

•

Calculation of fees based on the HOAI (Germany) and/or
other tariffs in force

•

Gantt representation of the working packages and project
participators

•

Change management workflow

•

Risk analysis (probability vs. impact and
overall risk scoring)
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Human Resource Management
The success of an organization depends mainly on the
people who are working for it.
Hiring the “right” person, developing the ones which promise
and holding on to those with outstanding abilities that are the
most important decisions which managers make on behalf of
their organization.
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•

Organizational entry process: chaos or structure?

•

Training and development is an investment, but how much
does it cost?

•

What do you now about your office overheads which are
often estimated to double the cost of employing?

•

Away from single payment system. Do you have a
performance and rewards system?

•

How is the communication, motivation and leadership
within your organization?

•

Profit center or cost center?

Synapcus:HRM will help you achieve a competitive
advantage through the strategic deployment of a highly
committed and capable workforce, introduce flexible
payment models and foster a pleasant working atmosphere.
Guided by a “shared vision” rather than by rules, memos and
managerial control.
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Synapcus MK

Synapcus CRM
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Synapcus PM

Synapcus HRM
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Synapcus, YES - but how?

Synapcus HRM

After the decision - Synapcus YES - there will still be a few
questions left to answer:

The advantages of our all-inclusive cloud solution
•

More liquidity and lower costs. You do not need to spend
your capital investments on hardware capacity, giving you the
freedom to use that capital to expand your business.

Would you prefer to take software administration and
maintenance upon yourself?

•

Rental costs per month at attractive prices per year and a
24/7 availability

Would you prefer a transparent and convenient
all-inclusive-solution from the Synapcus cloud instead?

•

Professional administration and maintenance of your
system in our data center

•

No IT staff costs

•

Free of charge, constant update of your system to the
latest version

•

Do you already have a software landscape that Synapcus could
be integrated with?

•
•

A software application, it‘s installation and maintenance
shouldn‘t be complicated.
The “out of the box” solution

The Synapcus cloud solution is particularly attractive for small
and medium sized businesses.

If you prefer to host the system, we can help you to integrate
Synapcus in your existing IT landscape. The software will be
delivered as pre-installed application on a IBM server, so that your
IT team can perform this integration with minimal effort.

Step by step, and with personalized service, you are supported by
the Qalgo team.
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The main advantages of Synapcus at a glance:
1. First complete customer documentation. At a glance
you can see that customer quality, flexibility or reliability is
more important than low prices.

5. Effective collaboration and communication between
the project manager, the project team and external
Stakeholders.

2. Centralized knowledge. Information is available at any time
and for all people, depending on the rights allocated to each
role within the company. Data from various departments such
as marketing, sales, operation or after service are merged
together.

6. Minimized data flood: you can simply keep the information
in mind that is useful for you at this stage (cockpit p rinciple).

3. Grater sales process transparency, which increase sales,
profit margins and reduces administrative costs.
4. Precise project management: work packages, activities,
costs and time sheets are brought together in an intuitive
interface.
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7. User-friendly interface.
8. Activity stream protokol as an alternative to intranet
connectivity speeding up communication and making it more
effective.
9. The web-based Synapcus application allows you online
access to all your data. Anytime and anywhere.
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Any further questions?
Qalgo GmbH
Otto-Sachs-Str. 5
76133 Karlsruhe
Tel: +49 721 8203 410
info@qalgo.de
www.qalgo.de

